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LOGLINE

Charlie Kaufman
meets David Lynch in this
innovative, metanarrative
meditation on personal identity
in an increasingly impersonal
modern world.

SYNOPSIS

WORK. LOVE. SEX. DEATH. BIRTH.
WHAT SEPARATES US?
Salvaging a marriage takes time and trust, two
things that John and Emily no longer have. Emily is a
writer with a career threatening case of writer’s block
and deadlines approaching. The pressure to finish her
novel grows when John sinks into depression and quits
his job... right before their first baby is due.

“The trademark irony of
fellow Minneapolis favorite
sons the Cohen brothers seems
toothless compared to Ash, whose
sensibility is a mixture of Kafka and
Kierkegaard.”
— Louis Proyect,
NY Film Critics Online

As they head toward a mutual meltdown, John is given
a terminal diagnosis that forces him to reassess his life
and attempt to save his marriage—before it’s too late.
However, inner peace proves elusive, the marriage
might be too far gone, and John’s life may not be
what it seems.
This cerebral drama examines work, love, sex,
family, death, birth and all of the things
that can bring people together...
or drive them apart.

“I am in admiration
of the sheer audacity
of the storytelling. There is no
denying the filmmaking skill
and originality on display here.
A must-see (and more than once). ”
— Diamonds In The Rough

“Twin Cities is what
indie film is all about.”
— IndyRed.com
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“A most unusual indie feature that takes some huge
risks in the structure of its screenplay, the motivations
of its characters, and the atmosphere of its story. I am
in admiration of the sheer audacity of the storytelling.
There is no denying the filmmaking skill and originality
on display here. A must-see (and more than once).”

“You really couldn’t ask for
a better independent, low
budget film. A great film
visually featuring a unique
and fresh concept acted
out by some truly talented
people. Twin Cities is what
— Diamonds In The Rough indie film is all about.”

“Good writing, good acting,
a sudden shocker and a
super-twist make this a film
worth seeing. It’s a puzzle,
but so elegantly crafted
you’re exhilarated rather
than frustrated.”
— MinnPost

— IndyRed.com
“A heartbreakingly beautiful film that delves deep into the
recesses of humanity and serves up a bittersweet serving
of grief, joy, love and so much more without ever missing
a comedic beat. A masterful example of indie storytelling.
Twin Cities has all the trappings of a classic.”
— UK Film Review

“A far more interesting film than La La Land at less than 3 percent of the budget.
The trademark irony of fellow Minneapolis favorite sons the Cohen brothers seems
toothless compared to Ash, whose sensibility is a mixture of Kafka and Kierkegaard.”
— NY Film Critics Online
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“Ash’s writing and directing
“Twin Cities features a
“Twin Cities is a revelation
draws such immediate,
mind-blowing narration and and a cinematic indie
specific, and emotionally
is a film to talk about around achievement. A great
compelling performances
the water cooler at work,
multi-faceted movie
from his leads that scene
and sing high praises for
about love and loss.
after scene grabs you and
within the indie community.
It is filled with warmth,
does not let go. Masterful
This is an ambitious
wit, and real emotion and
stuff. I hope this film will jump- production and Ash is a true is a wonderfully creative
start this ‘local’ filmmaker
independent filmmaker.”
cinematic experience.
to national prominence.”
— 22indiestreet.com A film of such depth and
— TrustMovies.com
quality that it begs to be
watched over and over
again. Bethany Ford Binkley
“Twin Cities is a well thought out, carefully executed movie is completely mesmerizing as
Emily. I have rarely seen such
that does everything you might and should love about
a commanding performance
independent film. Through its amazing acting, clever
in an indie film.”
writing, and strong editing it is a film that makes you think,
keeps you entertained, and most of all makes you feel
— Rogue Cinema
and care in a way that all the great ones do. A must see.”
— GoIndieNow

DIRECTOR’S
STATEMENT
I don’t remember exactly when I got the idea for the unique
structure of the film, but once I had it in my head I knew
I really wanted to try to pull it off. I wanted to attempt
to make a film in which nothing is what it seems on the
surface, everything makes sense only in relation to other
elements of the film that come either before or after
what you are seeing. So, the overall effect is to give the
narrative a holistic feel rather than a more traditional
causal type of structure of this happened, which led to this,
because of this, on and on, everything makes sense in
the end, you file it away, and it’s on to the next thing.
So, it’s really trying to create something more like pointillist
art, where it only makes sense when you have a chance
to step far enough away from it to be able to see
that it’s a cohesive whole. This is always the type of
material that sticks with me, when you have to get
personally very invested to piece it together yourself
and in the process create your own personal meaning,
rather than just being a passive consumer, dutifully
following the filmmaker at every turn as he guides you
down the path.
Also, on a more thematic level, I am fascinated with how
we inevitably build self-sustaining stories from our infinitely
limited perspectives in order to create the illusion of order
out of the unforgiving chaos of our existence. The story
structure was also a way to show this effect, with the lead
characters always striving for some tangible meaning,
whether from a relationship, work (Emily writing a novel
or John’s genome coding project), family, or a God.
My primary motivation as a fillmmaker is the challenge
of trying to pull off a unique way of telling a story in which
there are no identifiable guideposts from other films you
have seen. Also, my trying to make films that are like other
more formulaic movies that have much larger production
budgets is completely pointless, as I would just be creating
a cheaper looking version so why bother seeing my film.

DIRECTOR’S
STATEMENT
Along these lines, I think that many films just promise a
feeling and then deliver on the promise, thinking it’s too
much to ask viewers to take a chance on something if they
are going to have to pay for $15 tickets, find parking, and
build an evening around seeing a movie. Who wants to risk
that they will do all this and then not feel how the film
promised they would feel? So, we are used to going to
I am fascinated with
a movie knowing, if not the full plot, at least how the
how we inevitably build
film is going to try to make us feel. What excited me
self-sustaining stories in order
about Twin Cities is that is uses this expectation to
great effect by seeming like it’s going to be about one
to create the illusion of order
thing, but then goes in an entirely different direction.
These kind of films are increasingly rare with so much
riding on the box office, but when you find one that
gives you something entirely different than you were
expecting—those are the kinds of films I’m always trying to
find.

out of the unforgiving chaos
of our existence.

CAST
&CREW
DAVID ASH • Writer/Director
Wrote and directed the critically-acclaimed, award-winning feature
films 2021 and Love: A Documentary, as well as five short films, all of
which have played at a variety of local, national, and international
film festivals. In January 2016, rights to 2021 were purchased by
independent film distributor Summer Hills Films. Summer Hill is
distributing the film to US, Canada, and European markets.

JASON P. SCHUMACHER • Producer/Editor
Jason is an award winning Minneapolis-based producer and
director with over a decade of experience working in the film and
television industry. He runs GreyDuck Productions, developing unique
and challenging film and video content. He recently completed a
documentary, Beyond The Thrill, about competitive skydiving. His
unscripted feature length comedy, The Telephone Game, is now
available on iTunes, Amazon, & Google Play.

BETHANY FORD BINKLEY • Emily/Emma
Bethany has starred in over 30 Minneapolis stage productions and
had critically lauded roles the feature films 2021, Prodigal, and
Seeking Wellness, as well as the web series Th3m.

CLARENCE WETHERN • John/Stranger
Clarence reprises his role of John Cooper from 2021. His varied
body of work ranges from the web sitcom Theater People to the title
role in Hamlet onstage, and he was named an “Artist We Love” by
Minnesota Monthly. Born and raised in New Orleans, Clarence now
calls Minneapolis home.

MARY MACK • Mary
Mary is a nationally touring performer and comedienne and star of the
FOX series, Golan The Insatiable and the Cartoon Network Adult Swim
series, Aqua Teen Hunger Force. She had her national TV debut on
Comedy Central’s Live at Gotham and NBC’s Last Comic Standing and
is a frequent guest on Conan, as well as other late night talk shows.

CAST
&CREW
ARI HOPTMAN • Agent
Ari is a celebrated writer, comedian, and actor and has appeared in
a wide variety of stage productions, as well as the Comedy Central
series Mystery Science Theater 3000 and the Cohen brothers’
feature, A Serious Man.

BOB DAVIS • Pastor
Bob is a 30-year veteran of the Guthrie Theater, appearing in over 70
stage productions. He has also played supporting roles in a variety
of feature films, including A Simple Plan, Nobody, and Factotum. In
addition, he has been awarded both the McKnight Theater Artist
Fellowship and the Lunt Fontanne Fellowship.

RICHARD OOMS • Robert
Richard is a venerated 40-year veteran of numerous Broadway and
Guthrie stage productions, as well as occasional supporting roles in
major studio films such as The 13th Warrior and Drop Dead Gorgeous.

PETER CHRISTIAN HANSEN • David/Daniel
Peter is artistic director of the renowned Gremlin Theater, and has
appeared in countless local stage productions. He has twice won the
Ivey Award for best performance by a lead actor. In addition, he has
had featured roles in films Project Eden, The Public Domain, and The
Great White, as well as the Maria Bamford Netflix series, Lady Dynamite.

MARY BEIDLER GEAREN • Mom
Mary is an award-winning/nominated theater actor, director and
producer. Film work includes Jesse Roesler’s Insalata Caprese, several
Christopher Michael Beer projects, and Charlie Buhler’s The Great
Silence. She is an advocate of new work and serves on the boards of
Playwrights’ Center, MN, and Trueblood Performing Arts Center, WI.

PRODUCTION
NOTES
BY WRITER / DIRECTOR DAVID ASH

A TRULY “METHOD”
LEAD ACTOR

As I began writing the first draft of the screenplay, I
soon realized that I wanted Bethany Ford Binkley to
play Emily, the 7-months pregnant novelist that is the
lead character in the film. I had worked with Bethany
on my previous feature, 2021, and became a big fan
of her unsentimental, naturalistic acting style, which
seemed a great fit for this role.
Although I was very early in the writing process, I
sent her an initial draft of the script and she really
fell in love with the character and the inventive story
structure. Many months and drafts later, I followed up to
check her availability for a production starting in around
six months. She was very excited to begin production
but her personal situation had changed somewhat … she
had gotten pregnant -- which I thought showed tremendous
commitment to this role.
Fortunately, the start of production was still far enough away that
Bethany could have her first child and some recovery time before
we started shooting. However, I wanted to in some way reflect in
the film this remarkable parallel between the life of the actress and
the character she is playing. So, at the 7-month mark of Bethany’s
pregnancy we had the first production day of “Twin Cities”—shooting
the provocative, bare belly images of Emily studying herself in the
mirror that are seen midway through the film.

A FILM FOR ALL SEASONS
Since the story takes place in both the dead of winter and the middle of
summer, we had shooting days that were many months apart that provided
dramatically different weather conditions. For one shooting day in the heart of
our Minnesota winter, we spent all day trying to shoot a very long walking and
talking scene on the path around a frozen lake. With the wind chill well below
zero, we could only shoot for a half hour at a time before we had to break for
at least a half an hour to warm up and let the feeling come back to our
faces and extremities.
Couple the very few total takes we could get in with the howling wind
that pervaded the audio, and the end result was a full day of unusable
footage and a director profusely apologizing to his cast and crew for
subjecting them to mild frostbite and hypothermia with nothing to show
for it. However, I (almost) made up for it five months later when we had a
full shooting day at the same location on one of the most beautiful days
of the year—80s and sunny, with cold beer provided at the end of the shoot.

PRODUCTION
NOTES

“TWIN CITIES” THE TV SERIES
Since we finished “Twin Cities” roughly a year ago, I have been writing
an 8-episode TV series based on the film. However, rather than
picking up where the movie leaves off, the series will use the film
more as a jumping off point for a different but also innovative
metanarrative structure that more deeply explores themes of
identity and how we find and reveal ourselves in our new age of
never ending selfies, iPhone videos, and video logs (vlogs)—all
continually uploaded and shared with the world in order to
construct our own narrative, a self-centered perception of who
we are and what our lives mean.
The plan is to begin production by the end of 2018, with the series
running on one of the major subscription services such as Netflix,
Amazon, Hulu, et. al. Stay tuned.

CREAM OF THE
MINNESOTA CROP
We were lucky to have a very large and talented pool of local acting
talent interested in working on the film, based in part on the success
of previous film, but also due to the out-sized number of actors living
in the area. Minneapolis / St. Paul is home to more theaters per capita
than any other metropolitan area, so we have a tremendous number
of theater actors, many of whom are interested in working on a feature
film. Since relatively few features are made here, when I put out a
casting call for this film the response was enormous, with hundreds of
applications received just for the seven supporting roles.
So, the audition process was very long and very exhausting. However,
we were able to ultimately land some remarkable talent, including
many of the most prominent actors in the Midwest who had starred
for years on stages from The Guthrie to Broadway. Working with such
experienced, revered talent was thrilling, but also, at times, daunting.
I remember on one occasion giving some very specific direction
between takes to Richard Ooms, whom I saw at a young age giving
a transformative performance as King Lear in a large theater at The
Guthrie and thinking, “just act like you really know what you’re talking
about!”. Also: “Don’t F this up!”.
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David Ash
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SOUND DESIGN
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SPECIAL TO THE S. TRIBUNE
October 23, 2017

Movies
A Minnesotan’s double life:
finance director by day, film director by night
Dave Ash lives a double life. The
48-year-old treasury director for
Ecolab moonlights as a filmmaker. No
wonder that his third feature, “Twin
Cities,” debuting locally Wednesday at
the Twin Cities Film Fest, brims with
dualities: life and death, health and
illness, faith and godlessness, perseverance and letting go.
Ash’s dualities are evident during a
lunch meeting at Sakura in St. Paul.
Though imposing at 6 feet 4, with silky
graying hair and a crisp button-down
the same bold blue as his eyes, within
minutes he drops the first of many
four-letter words and admits, “I’m
really lame with chopsticks.” The day
before, he had eaten escargot and
pommes frites while discussing Malaysian banking regulations for Ecolab,
the Fortune 500 company based in St.
Paul. Today he struggles with spicy,
sticky sushi as he dishes on the role
divorce and mental illness play in his
films.
“It’s pretty bananas,” he said of the
contrast. “Not gonna lie to you.”
“Twin Cities” opens as John, a computer programmer, is hurtling toward
rock bottom. His marriage to preg-

nant author Emily is nearing its end
in tandem with her due date. When
Emily rebuffs John’s final attempt at
reconciliation, the panic-attack-prone
man decides to commit suicide — then
receives a terminal cancer diagnosis.
The expiration date on his misery
renews John’s passion for life. He visits
his pastor and confronts his parents
about a childhood trauma, and his
marriage improves. Then John’s life
implodes in a brutal scene and the second half of “Twin Cities” turns view-

ers’ understanding of these characters
upside down.
“I wanted to try to make a film in
which nothing is what it seems on the
surface,” Ash said. “I think that many
films just promise a feeling and then
deliver on the promise, thinking it’s too
much to ask viewers to take a chance.”
Although the circumstances in “Twin
Cities” are not biographical, the emotional core is culled from Ash’s personal life. About 10 years ago, he and his

writer wife divorced. “Beyond the loss
of the family, things kind of fell apart
for me in a lot of different ways,” he
said. “It was a terrible time in both of
our lives.”
While Ash never touched the depths
of suicidal ideation his character does,
he did suffer major depression and
“dabbled” in anxiety and OCD post-divorce. It “made me have to deal with
stuff I had been dutifully repressing my
whole life, like any good Midwestern

Scandinavian,” he said.
He promised himself that if he did
emerge from the abyss, he’d do something to help others feel less alone
in their despair. That something was
screenwriting and filmmaking.
“A big part of how I pulled myself out
of depression was to work like a mother on this stuff,” he said. “It’s exhausting, but it also gives you energy at the
same time.”

A necessary outlet
eventually becoming international
finance director for H.B. Fuller, the
Vadnais Heights-based manufacturer
of industrial adhesives.
He continued his college hobby of freelance writing on the side but soon tired
of profiling wealthy businessmen for
local publications. He began writing
satire and signed with a literary agent.
When that went nowhere, he gave up
on writing for two years.
Ash rises at 4:30 a.m. to write, and
scribbles ideas on Post-its throughout
the day.
Like his characters John and Emily,
he met his current wife on Match.
com. Each has two teenagers, and the
blended family lives in St. Anthony.
Ash works 50 to 60 hours a week and
films on the weekends, a lifestyle he
calls “crazy.” But the artistic expression is a necessary outlet; it helps him
“avoid the work-obsessed burnout that
is so common in corporate America,”
he said.
Ash never intended to be a filmmaker. Raised in Iowa, he studied business management at the University
of Kentucky and earned an MBA at
the University of Iowa, where he met
his first wife. After his graduation in
1994, they moved to Minnesota and
Ash landed a job in corporate finance,

While watching endless PowerPoint
presentations at a Fuller management conference in 2003, something
snapped. Working for a “very oldschool company in an incredibly boring industry” wasn’t enough, he said.
He started writing a screenplay that
he described as “ ‘Taxi Driver’ in an
office.” After failing to impress a producer with the concept, he realized the
only way to get his stories on-screen
would be to direct them himself.
Inspired in part by the work of Charlie
Kaufman (“he takes so many ridiculous chances”) and Richard Linklater
(“who showed me that films where
everyday people have real conversations can be just as compelling”),
Ash enrolled in filmmaking classes
at IFP Minnesota, now FilmNorth,
in St. Paul. His first short film, “Who
Shot Tony?” (2005), made it to a few
festivals. His debut feature, the bitter

and cynical comedy “Love: A Documentary” (2009), garnered some buzz,
so he kept writing. In 2013 he released
“2021,” a precursor to “Twin Cities”
that explores John and Emily’s courtship. It got national distribution, sold
rights overseas and is now on Amazon
Prime.
Ash realized he “wasn’t done” with
the couple’s story, so “Twin Cities”
picks up five years after “2021” left
off. Clarence Wethern, who plays the
“really smart but dysfunctional” John,
and Bethany Ford Binkley, who plays
Emily, reprised their roles.
“It definitely challenges the audiences
in ways that most film doesn’t — and
by that I don’t mean that it’s unpleasant, because I think it’s entertaining —
but that it’s intentionally disorienting,”
said Wethern.
“It is a very blunt and truthful depiction of a lot of aspects of trauma
recovery and depression and mental
illness,” said Binkley, who was drawn
to Emily’s “intellectual romanticism
and awkward introversion.”

Next up: TV series
Ash funded “Twin Cities” with a
Snowbate from the Minnesota Film
and TV Board and his Ecolab bonus.
He filmed locally and frugally, using
locations including his own home,
Roseville’s Central Park, Micawber’s
Books in St. Paul and Underground
Music Cafe in Falcon Heights.
“Twin Cities” has begun accumulating accolades, including the audience award for best feature at Film
Invasion Los Angeles and an award
of excellence from IndieFest, a California-based juried competition. But
Ash is already on to his next project:
a television series by the same name.
Armed with a full series treatment and
a pilot episode script, he’ll soon pitch
the show to producers and financial

partners. His goal? A distribution deal
on a major streaming service.
Ash compares his films to pointillist
art, where viewers can see the cohesive
whole only from a distance: “Everything makes sense only in relation to
other elements of the film that come
either before or after, rather than a
more traditional, causal type of structure — this happened, which led to
this, on and on.
“These kinds of films are increasingly
rare with so much riding on the box
office. But when you find one that
gives you something entirely different
than you were expecting — those are
the kinds of films I’m always trying to
find.”
Erica Rivera is a freelance writer and
book author from Minneapolis.

What: Twin Cities
Who: Written & directed by Dave Ash
When: 9:35 p.m. Wed. & 8:45 p.m. Thu.
Where: Showplace Icon, 1625 West End Blvd., St. Louis Park
Tickets: $12. showplaceicon.com
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By KATHY BERDAN
kberdan@pioneerpress.com
PUBLISHED: October 16, 2017

‘IF YOU LIKE ADAM SANDLER MOVIES, STAY AWAY,’
ST. PAUL FILMMAKER SAYS ABOUT HIS LATEST
A troubled marriage, a very pregnant
wife struggling with writer’s block
and a book that’s due, a depressed
husband haunted by something in his
past who quits his job aaaaaand then
is diagnosed with terminal cancer.

says, “more than you would think.”

er, he adds.

The cancer diagnosis pulls the husband into efforts to save his marriage
and a search for meaning in life, Ash
says.

St. Paul filmmaker David Ash concedes the storyline for his movie
“Twin Cities” sounds heavy.
Really heavy.

The husband wants to believe in God,
but doesn’t know how to do that, Ash
says. But it’s not an “aggressively
secular” film.

As the name implies, “Twin Cities”
was filmed in Minneapolis and St.
Paul. It will be shown at the Twin
Cities Film Festival, which opens
Wednesday. (The movie’s first screening on Oct. 26 sold out, so a second
screening was added on Oct. 25.)

“But there’s a lot of comedy in it,” Ash

Any more of the plot would be a spoil-

Ash, who has worked in finance at
Ecolab in St. Paul for eight years,
started writing when he was in grad

school at the University of Iowa. He
got into screenwriting and made his
first short film about 12 years ago.
He’s made a half dozen short films.
“Twin Cities” is his third full-length
film.
His last movie, “2021,” is “sort of a
prequel” to “Twin Cities,” but it’s not
necessary to have seen one before
the other, Ash says. “2021” has been
shown at festivals, distributed overseas and is available on Amazon
Prime.
“Twin Cities” features the “2021”
characters Emily and John four or
five years into their marriage. It’s not
pretty. She communicates by writing
on Post-It notes.
After a failed attempt at intimacy
following a date at the place where
John proposed to Emily (filmed at
Underground Music Cafe on Hamline
Avenue in St. Paul), she comes into
his office for a rare bit of dialogue:
“This. Whatever this is. It’s not working. I’m sorry but, I’m done.”
“Twin Cities” features familiar Twin
Cities stage faces, including Ari Hopt-

Bethany
Clarence
FordWethern
BinkleyisisJohn
Emilyinin“Twin
“TwinCities.”
Cities.”

man, Richard Ooms, Peter Christian
Hansen and comic Mary Mack.
Twin Cities skylines and Fuji-Ya in
Minneapolis show up in the film. Ash’s
wife, Jen Hanlon Ash, worked at Minnesota Public Radio, so office scenes
were shot there. “And there was a film
crew in our house for three weeks,”
Ash says.
As his movie premieres in the location
whose name it bears, we asked Ash
to answer a few questions about his
own movie experiences.

Movie you have to see over and
over: ” ‘Taxi Driver’ feels vital and fresh
every time I see it. Every element of it
is so fully realized and unaffected that
it never seems like a movie, vying for
your attention. It all just happens, and
you can’t look away from it.”
Movie everyone talks about that you
admit you haven’t seen: “I’ve heard
good things about ‘Star Wars.’ ”
Who should see your movie? “People
for whom superheroes are not Batman
or Spider-Man fighting evil villains, but
rather ordinary humans battling anxiety, depression and existential ennui.”

First film that ever made you laugh
out loud: ” ‘Dumb and Dumber.’ I
would put it up against any of Shakespeare’s ‘comedies,’ which are about
as funny as a really unfunny funeral.”

Who should NOT see your movie? “If
you’ve ever enjoyed an Adam Sandler
movie, please stay away from this
one.”

Clarence Wethern is John in “Twin Cities.”

Advice for filmmakers shooting in
the Twin Cities: “It may look great in
your head, but do not write a series of
long scenes that take place by a frozen
lake in the dead of winter. Your cast
and crew will spend all day in various
stages of hypothermia, none of the
footage will be usable, and by the end
of the day everyone involved will hate
you (based on actual experience from
my most recent film).”
If they didn’t serve popcorn in theaters, what would you serve with
your movie? “There are a few scenes
in the film that I still have trouble
watching without first having a couple
drinks. So, I guess I would say some
nice red wine. Maybe pair that with
some Goobers.”

Twin Cities Film Festival
IF What:
When: Wednesday through Oct. 28
YOU Where: Kerasotes ShowPlace ICON at West End in St. Louis Park
GO: Tickets: $12 general admission. twincitiesfilmfest.org
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